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NEW BOOKSTORE TRAINING

FUN WITH TRANSITION GLASSES TATTOOS
The new trend among cool teenagers in China is to get tattoos of  cool looking English words in much the 
same way as Americans get tattoos of  Chinese characters that they think mean “Never surrender no matter 
what” but actually mean “I am somewhat impotent”.  Here are some examples:

Li Xueping, Dalian China:

Feng Xiaoting, Guangzhou, China:

Du Wei, Shandong:

In the midst of  all this uncomfortable sun (it will be over soon I 
promise), there has been a sudden outbreak of  the extremely chic look 
of  transition sunglasses.  For those fashion connoisseurs who have taken 
on this flattering trend, these lenses don’t have to just make you look 
practical and sexy at the same time.  Here are some more fun ways 
to spend your time with your new glasses.  Because you probably have 
nothing else better to do.  Because you wear transition glasses.

1. Walk into sun covering one side of  glasses.  Allow other 
side to transition.  Let hand down and experience 3-D effect of  having two different colored 
lenses on glasses.

2. Use like a mood ring by pressing to skin and seeing how quickly color changes back to 
clear.  If  the transition is fast, you’re really depressed.  

3. Test how close you have to be to a lamp for lenses to transition.  Stand under lamp.  Look         
crazy.

4. Break up lenses into pieces and make jewelry out of  it.  Give to girlfriend, call it a rare 
Peruvian rock that changes in sunlight.

5. Crush lenses and brush onto your body like powder, making for the coolest skin-tone-
changing sunscreen ever.  

6. Steal glasses from multiple nerds.  Glue them together to create a sunshield. Claim it 
protects earth from global warming.  Win Nobel Prize.

by  HJ

Due to the recent excitement staged in the Reed Bookstore, 
there will be new training requirements for employees, so 
that they can be prepared whenever a new disaster may 
arise.  Instead of  hiring undercover students and watchful 
CSOs to be present at each tip of  a new crime, there 
will now be mandatory preparation in any emergency, in 
which workers will be expected to handle the situations 
accordingly.  Employees will also receive new equipment 
in order to ensure the safety and security of  students, and 
more importantly, merchandise.

First, bookstore employees must attend a mandatory 
CPR training session.  Whether an innocent student starts 
choking on a Homer’s Hut snack they have not yet paid for, 
or an alum goes under cardiac arrest in the checkout line, 
one can never be too safe.

All employees must also now have their firearms license, 
and be fully updated on all gun safety laws.  This way, each 
employee can have their very own handgun, just in case 
another pesky textbook thief  tries to make away with tens 
of  dollars again.  Now workers will be on their guard at all 
times, and CSOs won’t be needed to save the honor code 
and destroy those who try to break it.

There is also a new job opening for a 24-hour undercover 
watchman.  With the success of  Quest writer Jacob Canter’s 
disguise as an average, Reed student in the capturing of  

the bookstore thief, the Reed Bookstore is now hiring a suave, 
mysterious watchman willing to be the eyes and ears of  all that 
goes on within the 15-foot radiance of  Homer’s Hut.  Think 21 
Jumpstreet, but way lamer.

Mandatory karate instruction will be given for employees of  
the bookstore, especially for those working the late shift, when 
the only law is that of  pure skill.  Employees will be expected 
to execute any potential shoplifters with a roundhouse kick, and 
know the full plan of  the GCC ventilation system, in order to 
follow suspects in stealth mode.

Finally, each employee will be given a walkie-talkie linked to 
both the CSOs and Portland Police, so that bookstore workers 
can record any movement made by a suspicious looking student, 
unfamiliar adult, or any moderately ethnic person.  This way, 
CSOs and police can keep account of  these pressing issues, 
such as who’s been stealing frozen burritos after hours, and 
which strange students are reading from the bio textbooks while 
pretending to browse, instead of  just buying the damn thing.

Hopefully these updates on the training of  our faculty will help 
to uphold the honor code, as nothing relays trust more than 
the watchful, judgmental eyes of  your peers.  It is also hoped 
that these improvements will account for any major crimes on 
the Reed campus, such as minor theft and the presence of  non-
students on campus.

by  HJ + BS

by  JB + BS

REALITY SHOWS
Upcoming Reality shows I’m excited for:

-America’s Next Top Anthropologist

-Fat Man, Small Inner Tube

-Celebrity Ultimate Reality Celebrity Challenge

-Learn to Swim or these Sharks Will Eat You!

-Hey Kids, the Tooth-Fairy isn’t Real

-Ultimate Flatbread Cook-off

-Prominent Classical Musician Guitar Hero Tournament

-Ha! Ha! Ha! those People are Ugly

-Underwater Celebrity Jai Alai

- Delaware’s Got Talent

- Dog Swap

- Real Housewives of  Bozeman, Montana

- Fear Factor: Urban McDonald’s Edition

- Homewreckerz!

- Early Morning with Tim Gunn

- The Thunderdome


